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 TODAY’S “QUICK HIT”: 
GENERAL FLYNN’S  
TRANSGRESSIONS –  
DEMOCRATS DO  
IT TOO! 

 

By Stephen L. Bakke  February 16, 2017 

 

Here’s what provoked me: 
 
The self-righteous screaming about General Flynn would be at least partially 
understood if this were new or unusual. However, if one looks at history, Flynn’s 
behavior takes on an entirely different context. Democrats are actually “world class” 
meddlers. You can’t make this stuff up! 
 
Here’s my response: 
 
General Flynn’s Transgressions – Democrats Do It Too! 
 
General Michael Flynn resigned as President Trump’s National Security Advisor. This 
resulted from discussions he had with Russia before Trump took office, and the fact he 
misled Pence as to the nature of those discussions. Flynn acted foolishly and I don’t object to 
this development. But now there are self-righteous, mostly partisan, calls for further in-
depth investigations. 
 
Meddling, even clandestine conversations, are nothing new. Consider the following before 
you choose sides: 
 
 It’s become fairly certain that Ted Kennedy elicited support from the Soviets to help in his 

unsuccessful attempt to defeat Reagan. 
 As Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi met with Syria’s Abbas against the expressed 

objection of President Bush. 
 Former President Carter had an unauthorized meeting with Hamas leaders to 

independently negotiate a settlement with Israel. 
 
“Let’s be very clear: Flynn did not make that Russian call on his own. He was instructed to do 
so. He was told to reassure them. Arrest Trump.” That’s what far-left “character” Michael 
Moore is spouting. I guess Trump shouldn’t be reassuring world leaders. Put that in the 
context of the following: 
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 Presidential candidate (not President-elect) Obama sent an unauthorized emissary to Iran 
to assure the Ayatollah of his “friendship.” 

 Candidate Obama went to the Middle East and Europe and spoke extensively, one-on-one, 
about policy with leaders from Kuwait, Afghanistan, Iraq, Jordan, the West Bank, Israel, 
France, Germany and Great Britain.  

 President Obama was caught on camera assuring outgoing Russian President Dmitry 
Medvedev that he will have “more flexibility” to deal with issues like missile defense after 
the U.S. presidential election (in 2012). 

 
In Democrat politics it doesn’t make any difference what is done. All that counts is who is 
doing it! You just can’t make this stuff up! 


